His Worship the Mayor
Councillors
CITY OF MARION

NOTICE OF URBAN PLANNING
COMMITTEE MEETING
Council Chamber

245 Sturt Road, Sturt
Tuesday, 03 November 2020 at 06:30 PM
The CEO hereby gives Notice pursuant to the provisions under Section 83 of the Local
Government Act 1999 that a Urban Planning Committee meeting will be held.
A copy of the Agenda for this meeting is attached in accordance with Section 83 of the Act.
Meetings of the Council are open to the public and interested members of this community are
welcome to attend. Access to the Committee Rooms is via the main entrance to the
Administration Centre on Sturt Road, Sturt.

Tony Lines
Acting Chief Executive Officer
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OPEN MEETING
KAURNA ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
We acknowledge the Kaurna people, the traditional custodians of this land and pay our respects to their
elders past and present.

ELECTED MEMBERS DECLARATION (if any)
CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
Confirmation of the minutes for the Urban Planning Committee Meeting held on 1 September
2020
Originating Officer

Development Officer - Planning - Kai Wardle

Corporate Manager

Manager Development and Regulatory Services - Warwick Deller-Coombs

Report Reference:

UPC201103R01

RECOMMENDATION:
That the minutes of the Urban Planning Committee Meeting held on 1 September 2020 be taken as
read and confirmed.
|

|
ATTACHMENTS:
#

Attachment

Type

1

UPC200901 - Final Minutes

PDF File
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MINUTES OF THE UPC200901 - URBAN PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING
Tuesday, 01 September 2020 at 06:30 PM
Council Administration Centre, 245 Sturt Road, Sturt
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Minutes of the Urban Planning Committee Meeting held on 1 September 2020

PRESENT
Committee Members
His Worship the Mayor Kris Hanna
Councillor Ian Crossland (Chair)
Councillor Nathan Prior
Councillor Joseph Masika
Councillor Maggie Duncan
In Attendance
Raelene Telfer
Adrian Skull
Ilia Houridis
Alex Wright
Stephen Zillante
David Melhuish
Kai Wardle

Councillor
Chief Executive Officer
General Manager City Development
Team Leader - Planning
Team Leader - Building
Senior Policy Planner
Development Officer - Planning

OPEN MEETING
The Chair opened the meeting at 06:32 PM

KAURNA ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
We acknowledge the Kaurna people, the traditional custodians of this land and pay our respects to their
elders past and present.

ELECTED MEMBERS DECLARATION (if any)
The Chair asked if any Member wished to disclose an interest in relation to any item being
considered at the meeting.
No declarations were made.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
Confirmation of the minutes for the Urban Planning Committee Meeting held on 14 July
2020
Report Reference: UPC200901R01
Moved Councillor Duncan, Seconded Councillor Masika
That the minutes of the Urban Planning Committee Meeting held on 14 July 2020 be taken as read
and confirmed.
Carried Unanimously
Page 2 of 5
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BUSINESS ARISING - Nil
CONFIDENTIAL ITEMS - Nil
REPORTS FOR DISCUSSION
Warradale - Potential Character Zone
Report Reference: UPC200901R02
The Chair invited the Senior Policy Planner to present and elaborate on the report. A photographic
montage of original and infill housing in the relevant area of Warradale was presented to the Committee
with commentary from the Senior Policy Planner.
The Committee discussed the report. It was questioned whether further consultation could be undertaken
within the relevant area, to which the Senior Policy Planner advised there would likely be timing issues with
the implementation of the Planning and Design Code.
The Committee discussed that a more holistic approach to analysing potential character policy areas
across the Council area would be more beneficial to the greater Council area. Some members expressed
concern that a more holistic approach would take time.
Moved Councillor Masika, Seconded Councillor Crossland
1. Recommends that Council continue advocating for the site dimension and design policy

associated with the current Marion Plains Policy Area to be retained in the northern part of
Council, with Plan SA and the State Planning Commission, consistent with its submission to
the State Government.
2. Recommends that dependent on the final outcomes of the Planning and Design Code
implementation, Council investigates the appropriateness of the given residential zoning and
determines whether any future Code Amendments should be pursued.
Amendment:
Moved Councillor Prior, Seconded Mayor Hanna
That the Urban Planning Committee:
1. Recommends that Council continue advocating for the site dimension and design policy

associated with the current Marion Plains Policy Area to be retained in the northern part of
Council, with Plan SA and the State Planning Commission, consistent with its submission to
the State Government.
2. Recommends that Council consider initiating consultation of residents with regards to the

potential character policy area defined by the north-western section of Warradale bounded
by Diagonal Road to the west, Oaklands Road to the north, Buckingham Avenue to the east,
and Kent Avenue to the south.
The Amendment Was lost
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The original motion:
Moved Councillor Masika, Seconded Councillor Crossland
1. Recommends that Council continue advocating for the site dimension and design policy

associated with the current Marion Plains Policy Area to be retained in the northern part of
Council, with Plan SA and the State Planning Commission, consistent with its submission to
the State Government.
2. Recommends that dependent on the final outcomes of the Planning and Design Code
implementation, Council investigates the appropriateness of the given residential zoning and
determines whether any future Code Amendments should be pursued.
Carried

Planning Reforms Update
Report Reference: UPC200901R03
General Manager City Development provided a verbal update of administration’s progress with regards to
sourcing information about the Planning Reforms.
The Committee questioned what Council are doing to inform the public of Council’s position and role with
regards to the proposed policy changes of the Planning Reforms. General Manager City Development
advised that there are limited process-based options available to Council for negotiating policy outcomes.
Moved Mayor Hanna, Seconded Councillor Prior
That the Urban Planning Committee:
1. Recommend Council undertake a short-term media campaign seeking to influence the State

Government to accept Council’s position in relation to residential development in the Council area.
2. Recommend Council writes to the Minister for Planning and Local Government detailing the

City of Marion's support for a collaborative approach to finalising the Planning and Design
Code taking into account Council's practical suggestions for improvement.

Carried Unanimously

REPORTS FOR NOTING
Development Plan Amendments Update
Report Reference: UPC200901R04
The Committee suggested investigating policy changes to allow for mixed use or improved development
outcomes for non-residential sites in the Council area, in particular those along Marion Road.
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Minutes of the Urban Planning Committee Meeting held on 1 September 2020

Action: General Manager City Development to provide the Committee with a scoping report on the matter
at a later date.
It was suggested that the Committee consider other similar opportunities which could be suggested for
further investigations.
The Urban Planning Committee notes the report.

WORKSHOP / PRESENTATION ITEMS - Nil

OTHER BUSINESS
Action: Administration to provide the Committee with a report at the next meeting, which compares the
current and future process and Council’s level of involvement with certain examples of common
development applications, with a particular focus on developments which are at variance to the relevant
criteria.
Action: Administration to write to the State Government requesting they release a practice direction with
regards to minor variations under the new system.
A concern was raised that the new planning system shall reduce minimum car parking requirements. The
Committee discussed the balance between car parking requirements and encouraging alternate modes of
transport.

MEETING CLOSURE
MEETING CLOSURE - Meeting Declared Closed at 08:00 PM

CONFIRMED THIS xx DAY OF xx

.....................................................
CHAIRPERSON
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BUSINESS ARISING
CONFIDENTIAL ITEMS - Nil
REPORTS FOR DISCUSSION
Planning Reforms Update - October 2020
Originating Officer

Senior Policy Planner - David Melhuish

Corporate Manager

Manager Development and Regulatory Services - Warwick Deller-Coombs

General Manager

General Manager City Development - Ilia Houridis

Report Reference

UPC201103R02

REPORT OBJECTIVE
To update members of the Urban Planning Committee on the progress of the State Planning
Reforms including a comparison of key development examples between the Development Act 1993
and Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016.

|
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On 16 October 2020, the State Planning Commission announced there would be a second round of
public consultation on the Draft Code for a 6-week period from early November. The dates are still to
be confirmed.
|
The State Planning Commission also indicated that the Code would become live for Phase 3
Councils in the first quarter of 2021. They have subsequently indicated that we will not know the golive date until at least January 2021.
|
Administration will provide Council with a report summarising the key updates to the Code, however
an initial summary of changes is included in this report for your reference.
|
Following the last UPC meeting, a side-by-side analysis of common development proposals is
included for discussion (Attachment 1).
|

|
RECOMMENDATION
That the Urban Planning Committee Notes this report.
|

|
DISCUSSION
The below summary provides a high level commentary on recent changes to the Draft Code and is
structured under three key policy areas:
• Residential Policy
• Employment and Centre Type Policy
• Urban Corridor.
|
Residential Policy
|
General Neighbourhood Zone (currently - Marion Plains)
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|
• CoM previously submitted the following…..Rezone to Suburban Neighbourhood Zone with

Technical Numeric Variations (TNV) for site dimensions to reflect existing policy requirements.
• In the current draft, properties currently covered by the Marion Plains Policy Area are still to

be transitioned to the General Neighbourhood Zone.
• No substantial changes have been made to the policy of the General Neighbourhood Zone

(site dimensions etc.).
|
Hills Neighbourhood Zone
|
• CoM previously submitted the following…."Rezone to Suburban Neighbourhood Zone with
TNV"
• Plan SA advised State Planning Commission will transition southern areas to a newly created
Hills Neighbourhood Zone.
|

• Plan SA’s and the Commission’s intentions regarding the relationship between lot size and

gradient of the land is still unclear.
• The use of existing individual policy area lot size criteria and the use of one set of criteria to

cover all southern suburbs (i.e. <1:8 / 1:8 – 1:4 / >1:4) have both been mentioned.
• It appears that walls located on allotment boundaries will be allowed in some circumstances.

This may result in undesirable impacts on steeper sloping land.
|
Established Neighbourhood Zone
|
• CoM previously had no issue with the use of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone with TNV
covering the current Residential Character Policy Area, subject to Character Area Statements
being included.
• Character Areas are now to be placed within the newly created ‘Established Neighbourhood
Zone’
• Proposed rear setback and open space dimensions are considered inappropriate and will not
be complementary to the existing character of the areas (discussed further below).
|
General Residential Policy
|
• On-street Parking – Dimension has been reduced from 6m to 5.4m.
• This does not appear to take into consideration the required splaying of a crossover so
may not provide appropriate space for access.
• This has been included post the February 2020 consultation and therefore had no
formal opportunity for Council to comment.
• Administration has raised the issue with Plan SA.
• Administration would recommend including commentary in any submission on the
future iteration of the plan that will be out for consultation in November 2020.
|
• Internal Garage Dimensions – Dimensions have been reduced from 3.3m wide x 6m long to
3m wide x 5.4m long.
• This will result in no change from the existing requirement so the same associated
issues are likely to continue.
• The reduction in length appears to be a lost opportunity for 600mm of storage space.
• This has been included post the February 2020 consultation and therefore had no
formal opportunity for Council to comment.
• Administration has raised the issue with Plan SA.
• Administration would recommend including commentary in any submission on the
future iteration of the plan that will be out for consultation in November 2020.
|
• On-site carparking – The proposed rates of 1 park to 1-2 bedrooms and 2 parks to 3+
bedrooms may result in increased on-street parking issues.
• CoM previously submitted the following…..Amend rates to reflect current requirements
• Car parking is unlikely to change.
|
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• Private Open Space – There is a minimum requirement of 24m² for all dwelling sizes.
• This dimension is considered inappropriate both in general, but particularly in the

Established, Hills and Suburban Neighbourhood Zones, where existing character
includes large back yards.
• This issue has been included by Administration post the February 2020 consultation
and therefore had no formal opportunity for Council to comment.
• Administration has raised the issue with Plan SA.
• Administration would recommend including commentary in any submission on the
future iteration of the plan that will be out for consultation in November 2020.
|
• Rear Setbacks – A minimum rear setback of 3-4 metres will not complement existing

character nor allow appropriate / functional private open space.
• This issue has been included by Administration post the February 2020 consultation
and therefore had no formal opportunity for Council to comment.
• Administration has raised the issue with Plan SA.
• Administration would recommend including commentary in any submission on the
future iteration of the plan that will be out for consultation in November 2020.
|
• Design Criteria - If the street elevation of a dwelling includes at least 3 design features from a

set list of features, it will meet the deemed to satisfy requirement for external appearance.
However, the inclusion of the design features specified may not necessarily result in a positive
outcome.
• This has been included post the February 2020 consultation and therefore had no
formal opportunity for Council to comment.
• Administration has raised the issue with Plan SA.
• Administration would recommend including commentary in any submission on the
future iteration of the plan that will be out for consultation in November 2020.
|
• Tree Planting Policy – It is to be mandatory to plant one tree per new dwelling.
• However, there is now an option to make a payment into an offset fund and trees will

be planted on public land.
• Whilst ensuring the planting of additional trees, this offset will not add to streetscape

amenity.
• These trees should be in addition to council planted street trees.
• This has been included post the February 2020 consultation and therefore had no

formal opportunity for Council to comment.
• Administration has raised the issue with Plan SA.
• Administration would recommend including commentary in any submission on the

future iteration of the plan that will be out for consultation in November 2020.
|
• Soft landscaping – There are to be differences in the percentage of soft landscaping provided

on a site dependent on the lot size (15% for small lots through to 25% on large lots).
• This does not appear logical.
• There should be one percentage for all lot sizes, which ensures the same amount of
permeable surface results from a sub division.
• This has been included post the February 2020 consultation and therefore had no
formal opportunity for Council to comment.
• Administration has raised the issue with Plan SA.
• Administration would recommend including commentary in any submission on the
future iteration of the plan that will be out for consultation in November 2020.
|
• Entry Door Visible from Primary Street – The change from 'facing' to 'visible' allows doors to

be located on side walls that can only be viewed from one direction at an oblique angle.
• Previously the entry door had to face the street.
• Apart from the window requirement this allows more space for a garage.
• It appears that the change was brought in to allow greater opportunity for house
designs on narrow allotments.
• This could result in inappropriate streetscapes.
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• This has been included post the February 2020 consultation and therefore had no

formal opportunity for Council to comment.
• Administration has raised the issue with Plan SA.
• Administration would recommend including commentary in any submission on the

future iteration of the plan that will be out for consultation in November 2020.
|
• Minimum habitable room dimension - The minimum room dimension has been reduced from

2.7m to 2.4m to allow greater opportunity to build on narrow allotments.
• This is not considered appropriate.
• This has been included post the February 2020 consultation and therefore had no
formal opportunity for Council to comment.
• Administration has raised the issue with Plan SA.
• Administration would recommend including commentary in any submission on the
future iteration of the plan that will be out for consultation in November 2020.
|
• Flooding – a number of issues require clarification and further consideration (i.e. impacts on

adjacent properties 300mm above top of kerb on sloping lots).
• Administration is in discussion with Plan SA about the matter.
|
Employment / Centre Type Policy
|
Employment Zone
|
• Council needs clarity that the zone will provide the flexibility required for future employment
activities in the council area.
• The current wording of the policy is not clear.
• Administration has raised the issue with Plan SA.
• Administration would recommend including commentary in any submission on the future
iteration of the plan that will be out for consultation in November 2020.
|
Suburban Activity Centre
|
• This zone is more restrictive than the current Mixed Use Zone for Castle Plaza and Hills
Industry site, as residential development is subordinate to and only to be developed in
conjunction with non-residential uses.
• Vicinity Centres Group have recently advised Administration of their concerns with this zone
and are to request that PlanSA seek a more flexible approach.
• Administration has raised the issue with Plan SA.
• Administration would recommend including commentary in any submission on the future
iteration of the plan that will be out for consultation in November 2020.
|
Business Neighbourhood Zone
|
• This zone is not appropriate for the envisaged development of the Castle Plaza and former
Hills Industry site. It is residential focused with limited opportunities for employment uses,
which is at odds with the ‘mixed use’ intention.
• Administration has raised the issue with Plan SA.
• Administration would recommend including commentary in any submission on the future
iteration of the plan that will be out for consultation in November 2020.
• Vicinity Centres Group have recently advised Administration of their concerns with this zone
and are to request that PlanSA seek a more flexible approach.
Urban Corridor (Marion Road)
|
• Marion Road is not being considered for an Urban Corridor type zone as part of the transition
to the Code.
• Existing residential zones will be transitioned across to various new residential type zones.
• The existing Commercial and Industry Zone is to be transitioned to the Employment Zone.
This zone allows similar non-residential uses.
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|
Attachment
#
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1

Attachment 1 - Dev Act vs PDI Act Comparison

PDF File
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1

Single Storey Detached Dwelling (replacing one for one)
Development Act 1993
Zone/Policy Area Marion Plains Policy Area 8
Form of
Complying – Planning Certifier or Council Planner
Development
• If meeting Complying ‘tick box’ assessment (allowed unlimited ‘minor
variations’).
• Council can assess an application as Complying with a ‘limited
assessment’ component – all but 1 assessment provisions meet Code
criteria and one element is assessed ‘on merit’.
Merit – Council Planner
• Any application not meeting ‘Complying’ criteria. Application is
assessed against applicable Development Plan provisions.
Categorisation
Category 1
• Most forms of Development within the Residential Zone assigned
Category 1 status by the Development Regulations 2008.
Category 2
• Wall on boundary exceeding 3m wall height and/or 8 metres in length
(assigned by Development Plan).
Relevant
Council (generally) unless where delegated to CAP (see below);
Authority
• Merit application where a Cat 2 representation against is received.
• Land division proposing creation of 3 or more additional allotments
and/or three or more dwellings, where 1 or more is more than 5%
under the minimum allotment size of the Policy Area.
• Manager deems it significant, controversial or contentious

Example

PDI Act 2016
General Neighbourhood Zone
Deemed to Satisfy –Planning Accredited Professional or Assessment Manager
• If meeting all ‘Deemed to Satisfy’ provisions outlined within the Zone
for the respective development type – unlimited ‘minor variations
allowed).
Performance Assessed – Assessment Manager
• Any application not meeting any Deemed to Satisfy provision.
Application is assessed against prescribed ‘Performance Outcome’
provisions. Performance Outcome provisions detail qualitative
assessment guidelines.
No Notification
• All forms of ‘dwelling(s)’ are excluded from public notification within
the General Neighbourhood Zone.
Public Notification
• Public Notification will only occur where a total building height
exceeding 9 metres is proposed.
Accredited Professional
• Any application which meets all ‘Deemed to Satisfy’ provisions.
Assessment Manager
• Any Deemed to Satisfy or Performance Assessed Application excluded
from Public Notification.
Council Assessment Panel
• Any application which has undergone Public Notification (unless
delegated back to an Assessment Manager).
An applicant proposing to demolish their existing home in Warradale and An applicant proposing to demolish their existing home in Warradale and
construct a new dwelling can seek a ‘Complying’ or ‘Merit’ assessment construct a new dwelling will lodge an application. An initial preliminary
pathway.
assessment will occur to identify if the proposal meets the ‘Deemed to Satisfy’
assessment criteria.
If the application meets the ‘Complying’ Criteria outlined within the
Development Regulations 2008, it must be granted Development Plan Consent. If the proposal meets the ‘Deemed to Satisfy’ criteria it must be approved. The
Either Council or a private planning certifier can issue the approval.
applicant has the choice to choose a private ‘Accredited Professional’ (Planner
Level 3 or 4, Building Level 1) or Assessment Manager (relevant authority in their
If the application is lodged for a merit assessment, or does not meet all own right but appointed by Council and holds Level 1 Planning Accreditation).
‘Complying’ criteria, it must be assessed by Council against the applicable
Development Plan criteria. Council assessment is generally more conservative If the proposal does not meet one or more DTS provisions (excluding what is
then the ‘complying’ pathway.
deemed ‘minor’) it must be assessed by the Assessment Manager.
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2

Three two storey row dwellings (three on a single existing allotment)
Development Act 1993
Zone/Policy Area Marion Plains Policy Area 8
Form of
Complying – Not applicable for row dwellings
Development
Merit – Council Planner
• Application is assessed against applicable Development Plan
provisions (Council must determine which provisions are applicable in
an assessment).

Categorisation

Relevant
Authority

Example

Category 1
• Most forms of Development within the Residential Zone assigned
Category 1 status by the Development Regulations 2008.
Category 2
• Wall on boundary exceeding 3m wall height and/or 8 metres in length
(assigned by Development Plan).
Council (generally) unless where delegated to CAP (see below);
• Merit application where a Cat 2 representation against is received.
• Land division proposing creation of 3 or more additional allotments
and/or three or more dwellings, where 1 or more is more than 5%
under the minimum allotment size of the Policy Area.

Application for three two storey row dwellings proposing a wall on the
boundary exceeding 8 metres in length and an allotment size more than 5%
under 300m2 (275m2) will require Category 2 Public Notification and CAP
consideration due to the undersized nature of the allotment.
The adjacent property owner can chose to submit a representation for, or
against the proposal and, if desired, appear before the Panel in respect of
their representation.
An application which is Category 1, and does not propose a shortfall in
allotment size, would be delegated to the Council staff for assessment.

PDI Act 2016
General Neighbourhood Zone
Deemed to Satisfy –Planning Accredited Professional or Assessment Manager
• If meeting all ‘Deemed to Satisfy’ provisions outlined within the Zone
for the respective development type – unlimited ‘minor variations
allowed).
Performance Assessed – Assessment Manager
• If application does not meet all Deemed to Satisfy provisions then it is
assessed against prescribed ‘Performance Outcome’ provisions.
Performance Outcome provisions detail qualitative assessment
guidelines.
No Notification
• All forms of ‘dwelling(s)’ are excluded from public notification within
the General Neighbourhood Zone.
Public Notification
• Public Notification will only occur where a total building height
exceeding 9 metres is proposed.
Accredited Professional
• Any application which meets all ‘Deemed to Satisfy’ provisions.
Assessment Manager
• Any Deemed to Satisfy or Performance Assessed Application which is
excluded from Public Notification.
Council Assessment Panel
• Any application which has undergone Public Notification (unless
delegated back to an Assessment Manager).
Application for three, two storey row dwellings which meets all ‘Deemed to
Satisfy’ principles. If proposal meets the ‘Deemed to Satisfy’ criteria it must be
approved. The applicant has the choice to choose a private ‘Accredited
Professional’ or ‘Assessment Manager’.
If the proposal does not meet one or more DTS provisions (excluding what is
deemed ‘minor’) it must be assessed by the Assessment Manager, unless
proposing a height exceeding 9 metres in which case it will require Public
Notification and assessment by the Council Assessment Panel.
The Council Assessment Panel is the relevant authority for applications which
require Public Notification, all other applications which don’t meet DTS
provisions (such as allotment size, boundary length etc) must be assessed by the
Assessment Manager.
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3

Change in land use from dwelling to office in residential zone
Development Act 1993
Zone/Policy Area Marion Plains Policy Area 8
Form of
Complying – Not applicable for non-residential uses within a Residential Zone
Development
Merit – Council Planner
• Application is assessed against applicable Development Plan
provisions
• Council must determine which provisions are applicable in an
assessment.
Non-Complying – Council Planner and Council Assessment Panel
• Application is ‘non-complying’ where the gross leasable floor area
exceeds 150m2.

Categorisation

Category 1 or 3
• Development Plan does not assign a category to this form of
development.
• Development is either Category 1 (if deemed ‘minor’) or Category 3.

Relevant
Authority

Council
• If application does not exceed 150m2 and does not receive
representations against, it is delegated to the Council planner.
CAP
• Council has delegated to the CAP Merit applications where a Cat 3
representation against is received.

PDI Act 2016
General Neighbourhood Zone
Deemed to Satisfy – Not applicable for this type of development in this zone.
Performance Assessed – Assessment Manager
• If application does not meet all Deemed to Satisfy provisions then it is
assessed against prescribed ‘Performance Outcome’ provisions.
Performance Assessed – Assessment Manager
• Office is not listed as a Deemed to Satisfy use and therefore must be
Performance Assessed.
• Assessment against all applicable ‘Performance Outcome’ provisions.
• Assessing officer must determine which provisions are relevant.
• Performance Outcome provisions detail qualitative assessment
guidelines.
No Notification
• An ‘office’ is excluded from public notification within the General
Neighbourhood Zone unless it is unable to satisfy specific Deemed to
Satisfy Provisions.
Public Notification
An office will require public notification if it does not meet the following;
• Where an existing office/shop/consulting room is already being used in
conjunction with a dwelling and the floor area won’t increase or where
new, it won’t exceed 50m2.
• Does not, where located more than 500m from an Activity Centre,
exceed 100m2 GLA (gross leasable area), or 200m2 GLA when located
with a primary frontage to a State Maintained Road, or where it
reinstates a former shop, consulting room or office.
• Does not exceed 200m2 GLA where the primary street boundary
adjoins an Activity Centre (including separated by a public road).
Accredited Professional – Not applicable for this type of development in this
zone.
Assessment Manager
• Any Performance Assessed Application which is excluded from Public
Notification (i.e. if the proposal meets the DTS criteria required to
exclude it from Public Notification).
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•

Example

Council has delegated to the CAP applications which are noncomplying and cannot be considered ‘minor’.

Application to convert an existing dwelling to an office located on Marion
Road.
If the application proposes a gross leasable floor area exceeding 150m2 it will
be a ‘non-complying’ form of development and will require CAP consideration.
If the floor area is less than 150m2 it will be a merit form of development and
the delegation will depend on what occurs during the notification period.
The Development Plan does not assign a Category for non-residential
development within the Residential Zone and therefore development is either
Category 1 if deemed ‘minor’ or Category 3.
In most instances, unless the application is proposed to occur within a
residential area where there is no longer any residential uses (i.e. along an
arterial road), the application would be a Category 3 form of development and
require public notification.
The application would be considered by the CAP if representations against
were received, or if the application was a non-complying form of
development.

4

Council Assessment Panel
• Any application which has undergone Public Notification (unless
delegated back to an Assessment Manager).
An application for an office (other than home business/office) within 500 metres
of an Activity Centre (i.e. Park Holme, Forbes Park and Shop etc) will require
Public Notification.
The ‘Relevant Authority’ for the development will, unless delegated back to the
Assessment Manager, by the CAP. The Panel will make a decision based on an
assessment and report prepared by a Council planning officer.
The ‘Relevant Authority’ for application to convert a dwelling to an office within
the General Neighbourhood Zone will be the Assessment Manager provided it is
located more than 500m from an Activity Centre and, if not located on a State
Controlled Road, achieves a gross leasable floor area less than 100m2.
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5

Change in land use to a retail fuel outlet and associated uses
Development Act 1993
Zone/Policy Area Neighbourhood Centre Zone
Form of
Complying – Not applicable
Development
Merit – Council Planner
• Application is assessed against applicable Development Plan
provisions (Council must determine which provisions are applicable in
an assessment).
Non-Complying
• A retail fuel outlet/petrol station is not listed as a non-complying form
of development.
Categorisation
Category 1 or 2
• The Development Regulations assigns the Category type for
development within the Neighbourhood Centre Zone: all
development is Category 1, unless located adjacent a different zone
whereby development is Category 2.

Relevant
Authority

CAP
•
•

Example

Council has delegated to the CAP Merit applications where a Cat 2
representation against is received.
Manager deems it significant, controversial or contentious.

A change in land use to a retail fuel outlet and associated uses within a
Neighbourhood Centre zone would typically be Category 2, unless the zone was
big enough that the site of the proposed development was not ‘adjacent’ (or
within 60 metres) from another zone – in this case the application would be
Category 1.

PDI Act 2016
Suburban Activity Centre Zone
Deemed to Satisfy – Not applicable in this zone.
Performance Assessed – Assessment Manager
As the form of development is not listed as a Deemed to Satisfy form of
development it is to be performance assessed.

No Notification
• If development is not located adjacent to a site used for residential
purposes in a neighbourhood-type zone (i.e. if located adjacent a
school in a residential-type zone).
Public Notification
• If located within 60 metres of a site used for residential purposes in a
neighbourhood-type zone.
Accredited Professional – Not applicable in this zone.
Assessment Manager
• Any Performance Assessed Application which is excluded from Public
Notification.
Council Assessment Panel
• Any application which has undergone Public Notification (unless
delegated back to an Assessment Manager).
A change in land use to a retail fuel outlet and associated uses within a Suburban
Activity Centre Zone would typically require Public Notification, unless the zone
was big enough that the site of the proposed development was not ‘adjacent’ (or
within 60 metres) from another zone – in this case the application would not
require Public Notification.

The application would be assessed by Council staff and considered by the Panel Any application that is required to go on Public Notification is to be assessed by
if any representations against were received and/or if the Manager deemed the the Council Assessment Panel.
application significant, contentious or controversial.
Unless were identified as ‘non-complying’ form of development within the
Development Plan, the Development Regulations 2008 assigns development
within a Neighbourhood Centre Zone as a maximum Category 2.
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6

Marion Plains Policy Area 8 – General Neighbourhood Zone Provision Comparison
Marion Plains Policy Area 8
Minimum Site Dimensions
Frontage
Area
Depth
2
Detached Dwelling
10m
350m
20m
Semi-detached dwelling
10m
350m2
20m
2
Row Dwelling
9m
300m
20m
Residential Flat-Building
20m
350m2
45m
2
Group Dwelling
20m
350m
45m
Hammerhead Allotment
4.6m
350m
20m
(excluding handle)
What can be ‘tick and Complying assessment only applicable to applications proposing
flicked’?
detached and semi-detached dwellings.

General Neighbourhood Zone
Deemed to Satisfy Minimum Site Dimensions
Frontage
Area
Depth
2
9m
300m
Nil
9m
300m2
Nil
2
7m (average)
200m
Nil
15m
300m2
Nil
2
15m
300m
Nil
5m
300m2
Nil
(excluding handle)
Deemed to Satisfy Development applicable to detached, semidetached and row dwellings.

What happens if a Performance Assessed development is assessed against the prescribed ‘Performance Outcomes’ which involves a qualitative assessment against
proposal doesn’t meet a desired outcomes, rather than an assessment against quantitative minimums or maximums. This relies heavily on training of planning staff to
DTS provision and is achieve consistent outcomes aligned with the planning profession.
Performance Assessed?
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7

General Assessment Principles

Front Setback:

Complying Assessment Criteria (Resi Code)
Marion Plains Policy Area 8
Average of adjoining dwellings (minus 1 metre)

Merit Assessment Criteria (Development Plan)
Marion Plains Policy Area 8
Average of adjoining dwellings

Deemed to Satisfy Criteria (P&D Code)
General Neighbourhood Zone
5m or average of adjoining if less than 5 metres

Ground Side Setbacks:

900mm

900mm

900mm

Upper Side Setbacks:

900mm + 1/3 of wall height above 3m (+1m
where adjacent southern boundary)

2m (+1m where adjacent southern side boundary)

900mm + 1/3 of wall height above 3m
(1900mm +1/3 of wall height above 3m where
adjacent southern side boundary)

3m (<300m2), 4m (>301m2)

3m (50% of allotment width), increasing to 6m

3m

5m (<300m2), 6m (>301m2)
24m2 (<300m2)
60m2 (301m2-501m2)
80m2 (>501m2)

8m
<175m2: 20% of the site, or 35m2 (whichever is the
greater)
>175m2 20% of the site area

5m

Private Open Space
Dimension:

Minimum 2.5m dimension

5m by 5m

2.5m

Site Coverage:

60%

40% (can be exceeded provided the excess does
not impact on other provisions)

60%

Ground Rear
Setbacks:
Upper Rear Setbacks:
Private Open Space
Area:

Pervious Area:

Nil

20%

On-Site Parking:

1 parking space = 1 Bedroom
2 parking spaces = 2+ Bedrooms

On-Street Parking:

Nil

Boundary Structure:

8m length, 3m height

8m length, 3m height

Building Height:

9m total height, 6m wall height.

Design & Appearance:

Habitable room window must face street.

Qualitative
Provisions:

No qualitative provisions considered.

9m total height, 6m wall height.
Front door and habitable room window should face
the street.
Design and Appearance
Assessment of any departure of a quantitative
provision.
Assessment against the Objectives, Principles and
Desired Character of the Zone.
Overshowing, amenity, bulk/scale, overlooking etc.

2 parking spaces = Up to 3 Bedrooms
3 parking spaces = 4 or more Bedrooms
plus 1 visitor space per 3 dwellings (applicable only
to group dwelling and residential flat building
developments of 3 or more dwellings)
1 per 2 allotments (applicable only to land division
applications)

24m2

<150m2 = 10%
150-200m2 = 15%
201-450m2 = 20%
>450m2 = 25%
1 parking spaces = 1-2 bedrooms
2 parking spaces = 3 or more bedrooms
0.33 spaces per dwelling for visitors here
development involves 3 or more dwellings
5.4m on street space (6m where located
between two other spaces)
11.5m length, 3m height, maximum 45% of
boundary
9m total height, 7m wall height.
Habitable room should face the street, whist
front door should be visible from the street.
Proposal must meet all DTS provisions for
application to be Deemed to Satisfy. Performance
Assessed development is assessed against the
prescribed ‘Performance Outcome’ which is a
qualitative assessment rather than assessment
against quantitative DTS minimums or maximums.
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REPORTS FOR NOTING
Development Plan Amendments Update
Originating Officer

Senior Policy Planner - David Melhuish

Corporate Manager

Manager Development and Regulatory Services - Warwick Deller-Coombs

General Manager

General Manager City Development - Ilia Houridis

Report Reference

UPC201103R03

REPORT OBJECTIVE
To provide Members an update on all active Development Plan Amendments (DPAs)

|
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Marion is currently considering three Development Plan Amendments, one Ministerial
initiated and two Council initiated.
|
The impact of the new Planning and Design Code and any transition issues are still being considered
by PlanSA.
|

|
RECOMMENDATION
That the Urban Planning Committee notes this report.

|
DISCUSSION
Council is monitoring three key Development Plan Amendments (DPAs) across two categories.
|
Ministerial-Initiated DPAs
• Oaklands Park Renewal Development Plan Amendment (DPA)
|
Council-Initiated Development Plan Amendments
• Housing Diversity DPA (Parts 1 & 2)
• Seacliff Park Residential & Activity Centre DPA (Cities of Marion and Holdfast Bay)
|
Attachment 1 summarises the current status of the above Development Plan Amendments.
|
With the Planning and Design Code still evolving following consultation, the transition plan for zones
created by the DPAs outlined in this report, into the Code, are still being considered by PlanSA.
|
Administration is working with PlanSA to enable an appropriate transition. Transitioning to the new
Code for Stage 3 Councils is envisaged to occur in the first quarter of 2021.

|
Attachment
#

Attachment

Type

1

Attachment 1 - Development Plan Amendments in progress - UPC201103

PDF File
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ATTACHMENT 1

Development Plan Amendments in progress
(as of 19 October 2020)

Ministerial-Initiated Development Plan Amendments:
Development Plan Amendment (DPA)

Status

Oaklands Park Renewal Development Plan
Amendment (DPA)

Council has previously undertaken an
infrastructure agreement relating to the project
area with the relevant parties.

The subject area/project was previously to be
established and developed as a ‘precinct’ under
the Urban Renewal Act 1995.
The State Government has recently decided to
rezone the subject land (via the DPA process) to
an ‘Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone/Master
Plan Infill Policy Area’
The DPA is to be fast tracked under the
Development Act. The policy closely reflects that
proposed under the P&D Code, which will allow
for easy transition across.

The DPA commenced public consultation on 17
September 2020. Consultation closes Thursday
12 November 2020.
A report summarising the DPA and seeking
Council comment was endorsed by General
Council on 27 October 2020.
Communication to CoM residents will be
prepared to advise them as to progress.

Council-Initiated Development Plan Amendments:
Development Plan Amendment (DPA)

Status

Seacliff Park Residential & Centre DPA
(Cities of Marion & Holdfast Bay)

The DPA was approved by the
Cities of Marion and Holdfast Bay and was
forwarded to the Minister/PlanSA (formerly
DPTI) for Approval in February 2020.

The DPA proposes to create a Suburban
Neighbourhood zone to facilitate the appropriate

A Stormwater Infrastructure Deed between the
two Councils and the Seacliff Group (owner of
the land) was forwarded with the DPA.

development of a site on Scholefield Road
Seacliff Park for a neighbourhood activity centre,
medium density residential development and
open space.

PlanSA are still reviewing the DPA and are
liaising with the Department of Energy and
Mining (DEM).
19 October 2020
It is understood that DEM have provided a letter
of support in regards to the partial revocation of
the Mine Lease/Licence over the land to be
transferred to the Seacliff Group. The matter is
likely to be heard at a Warden’s Court Hearing in
November 2020.
DEM has also provided a letter to PlanSA
advising that they are satisfied with the partial
mining revocation and the DPA document.
PlanSA are also still awaiting confirmation of
financial commitments for the haul road
relocation and intersection upgrade.

UPC201103
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The resolution of a number of associated
matters (Transfer of lease over land to be
transferred to Seacliff Group, future road reserve
ownership etc.) are being worked through with
Council.
Once the above matters have been addressed
PlanSA will finalise its comments on the
document and forward it to the Minister for
Approval.
Housing Diversity DPA (Parts 1 and 2)

Part 1 was approved by the

The proposed DPA reviews the residential
densities envisaged in the existing Policy Areas
of the Residential Zone to assess opportunities
for increased housing diversity/density, and to

Minister in August 2019 prior to
the release of the Draft P&D
Code.

identify areas that warrant preservation,
including Character Areas.

Part 2 is on-hold pending the P&D
Code. Some of the proposed amendments may
be transitioned across to the Code as part of the
initial transition process, others may require
Council to undertake a Code Amendment
process once the Code is operational.
PlanSA have so far commented that
the proposed Marion Road Urban
Corridor component is not being
transitioned to the Code. The residentially zoned
properties are
likely to remain in a residential type zone and the
commercial zoned land is to be transitioned
across to the Employment Zone.
An amendment to an Urban Corridor type zone
is likely to require a future Code Amendment to
be undertaken.
PlanSA and the Commission are currently
working through a new zone (Hills
Neighbourhood Zone) for the suburbs south of
Seacombe Road. This new zone will potentially
result in some of the changes sought in the
HDDPA. Council has no formal detail at this time
as to how the policy is to be formulated.
PlanSA and the Commission have created a
new zone (Established Neighbourhood Zone) for
the areas currently covered by the Residential
Character Policy Area. (as previously advised at
the last UPC meeting).

UPC201103
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WORKSHOP / PRESENTATION ITEMS
Facilitated workshop on approaches to future policy reviews (including non-residential
zones)
Originating Officer

Manager Development and Regulatory Services - Warwick Deller-Coombs

Corporate Manager

N/A

General Manager

General Manager City Development - Ilia Houridis

Report Reference

UPC201103R04

REPORT OBJECTIVE
The intent of the workshop is to gain input from the Committee towards approaches for a future
planning framework for CoM, that incorporates a programme to review Council's development zones.

|
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Council has invested significant time and effort in undertaking a range of strategic planning and
development projects, including policy projects such as the Housing Diversity DPA. However, there
are gaps in knowledge and information, particularly in respect to non-residential zones such as
employment precincts, commercial zones and local and neighbourhood centres.
|
There is also no overarching plan that spatially articulates the Council’s vision and strategic
objectives for growth and economic development. Such a plan may increase council's ability to
successfully advocate with the State Government in respect to the Planning and Design Code, future
Code amendments and input to strategic infrastructure projects such as the North-South Corridor.
|
Administration has engaged Mr Michael Davis, SA Planning and Design Lead, Aurecon Consultants
to support development of approaches for a co-facilitated workshop session with staff and
Committee members to gain Committee input towards a strategic framework that will identify what
we know, where the gaps are, and help prioritise future efforts.
|

|
RECOMMENDATION
The Urban Planning Committee:
1. Recommends Council to consider the creation of a CoM development framework that

incorporates our existing community and strategic plans, existing and future major
projects, and includes a 24-month action plan to prioritise and address non-residential
zones.
2. Notes that a detailed report will be brought to General Council to progress options for

the project.

|
DISCUSSION
Background
|
• Urban Planning Committee (UPC) requested update on review of non-residential zones.
• Review of non-residential zones as identified in the most recent Section 30 Strategic
Directions Report (2014) was placed on hold following direction from Council to pursue a
Housing Diversity Development Plan Amendment (DPA).
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• Council's residential areas have been substantially reviewed through the Housing Diversity

•
•
•

•

•

DPA (pending any future Code amendment required as a result of the transition to the
Planning and Design Code including any character area investigations).
Council's non-residential zones have not had a comprehensive review for some years,
recognising there has been focus given to particular precincts (such as Tonsley).
CoM has undertaken significant major projects and has more projects underway, and in the
pipeline.
Given the Section 30 process is no longer required under the Planning, Development and
Infrastructure Act 2016, it is up to Council to generate its own direction for approaches to
reviewing development zones.
Plan SA and the State Planning Commission will require data and evidence supporting any
requested future Code amendments (noting they are still developing the Code Amendment
process and guidelines).
A development framework approach would collate all existing data, identify and action gaps in
knowledge, and give CoM an advocacy platform to present to Federal and State
Governments.

|
Aurecon Scope:
|
• Aurecon are engaged on a 3 week basis (on a contract less than $10,000 within existing
budgets) to:
|
|

|

|
• The results of this work is to provide Council with options to progress the creation of a

development framework for CoM including a prioritised review of non-residential zone policy.
|
|
Workshop aims:
|
The workshop will be co-hosted by staff and Aurecon. This will be a practical session aimed at
moving us forward in both our thinking and actions.
|
The aims of the workshop are:
|
1. Summarise existing knowledge
2. Interrogate future direction
3. Discuss options for how to get there
4. Prioritise immediate actions for recommendation to General Council.
|

|
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OTHER BUSINESS
MEETING CLOSURE

